
News
Managing for design’s role
in enterprise leadership

Managing for design—creating an environment that

encourages and stimulates extraordinary creativity,

innovation, design, and design management. All of which

in turn contribute to enterprise leadership and business

success. The 28th International Design Management
Conference tackles “managing for design” from several

perspectives, beginning with Keynote Speaker Jeff Mauzy,

co-author of Creativity, Inc.. Read more about this event,

and read a review of Creativity, Inc. on pages 4 and 5.

The learning continues with a new Professional

Development Program Seminar, Marketing Graphic Design
Services, scheduled for September in Chicago (page 7).

On the international front, DMI continues to add

opportunities for interaction with DMI Europe, (page 3)

and has added expertise to its Advisory Council with two

new international members (page 6).

Dean of Sawyer School of Management joins DMI
Board of Directors (p 3)

DMI Innovation Roundtable Rescheduled for
November (p 3)

28th International Design Management Conference 
(p 4-5)

DMI welcomes new Advisory Council members (p 6)

Andrew Summers becomes DMI Senior Fellow (p 6)

Marketing Graphic Design Services (p 7)

Professional Development Program schedule (p 7)

Member News (pp 8-9)

DMI Journal—The New Profile of Design and Design
Management Consulting (p 10)

DMI Journal Executive Summary—
The Future of the Internet (p 11)
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Professionals who joined DMI between 
April 1, 2003 and June 30, 2003.

Jacques Alexandre, Centre du Design Rhone-Alpes (c.d.r.a.);
Patrick Andresen, COWI A/S; Lori Bates; Andrea Baytoff,
Campbell Soup Company; Marco Bevolo, Philips Design;
Dany Breuil, Centre du Design Rhone-Alpes (c.d.r.a.);
Marshall Cannon, Symantec Corporation; Sandra Cantlin,
William Wrigley Jr. Company; Marta Carrió, Elisava, School of
Design; Anne Cecil, Drexel University; Jennifer Collins,
Holland America Line Inc.; Roberto Costa, The Swatch Group;
Faye Davison, VISA; John DeRoo, Union Gas Limited;
Tom Devine, Devine & Pearson; Joseph Dezarn, Jr.,
American Woodmark Corporation; Steve Eichmann, Ethicon
Endo-Surgery; Timothy Ellens, Thrive Creative; Hisako Esaki,
ZIBA Design, Inc.; Eric Fache, Centre du Design Rhone-Alpes
(c.d.r.a.); Jon Fehrman, The Scotts Company; John Feland,
Stanford University; Peter Flentov, The Concord Group;
Jonathan Ford, Pearlfisher; Paul Gardien, Philips Design;
Kevin Gillespie, New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.;
Steven Ginsberg, Pfizer, Inc.; Dana Gold, Futurebrand;
Kristina Goodrich, Industrial Designers Society of America (IDSA);
Brendan Hamley, Nationwide Building Society; William Harper,
Brandscope; Jenni Hedderman, Index Creative Communications;
Helen Huang Fu, 3M China Limited/Innovation Center;
Tammie Hunt, Catapult Thinking; Christine Jackson, Household
International; Carla Januska, Go East Design; Corinne Kachigian,
Johnson & Johnson; Alyssa Kahn, VISA; Hakyang Kim;
David King, Sensis; Steven Kyffin, Philips Design; Robert
Leavitt, Sallie Mae; Sandra LeBlanc, Brandid; Aaron Lee,
alee Design Inc.; Jennifer Jungwon Lee, Interbrand DC&A
(Korea); Annika Linne, Bors Wafveri Holding AB; Stevan Lipson,
LAGA; Louis Lombardi; Richard Mander, Zanzara, Inc; Jon Mau,
U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray; Jennifer McDonald, Symantec
Corporation; Sherilyn Mcelroy, Illinois Wesleyan University;
Rossana Monzon, Symantec Corporation; James Morris;
Deborah Moulton, Quilogy; Rob Mulder; Mark Nicholas Orson,
Orson + Burk Pty Ltd; Rhys Palmer, The University of Newcastle;
Maria Parham, FedEx Services; Dave Patton, Starz Encore
Group; Renee Petrie, Chicago Tribune Interactive; Denise Roberts,
Hewlett-Packard; Beth Rowell, Enterprise IG; Petra Ruonakoski,
Institute for Design Research; Joe Settlemayer, Watermark;
Steven Shiozaki, Shiozaki Design; Brian Speer, Colby College;
David Stallsmith, Method Engine; Marisa Suter, MSDESIGN;
Laura Taylor, Philips Design; Ellen Taylor, Columbia University;
Ted Tyndorf, BD; Ron Van Der Veen, Mithun; Bert Vandermark,
Studio Montage; Rosetta Waters, Northrop Grumman Corp; Ken
Wheeler, The Scotts Company; Douglas Wolfe, ProWolfe Partners

President’s Comments New Members

This summer began with a spectacular start in June
as our 15th International Corporate/Brand Identity
Conference traveled to Vancouver, Canada. This
was our first visit to Vancouver, and we were

fortunate to have an excellent roster of speakers, bright, lively participants, and
perfect weather for us all to enjoy. Peaceful early morning walks along the city
waterfront each day prepared and focused my mind for the day’s stimulating
sessions and spirited discussions. The consensus from conference participants
was that we should return to Vancouver next year. You can look for DMI there
in the first week of June 2004.

Before the conference in Vancouver, I traveled to Barcelona, Spain, to meet
with DMI Advisor Xénia Viladàs and scout out locations for our 8th European
Design Management Conference. This conference will be held in mid-March,
2004, and will focus on the theme of “Trends 2004.” Speaker suggestions and
proposals are welcome.

This same trip included a visit to London, for the first DMI Europe
planning meeting. Preparations are now underway for its launch in late
September. Raymond Turner, DMI Advisor and chair of DMI Europe, has
been busy organizing this event, which will be hosted by David Kester, the new
CEO of the Design Council. DMI Advisor Fennemiek Gommer, from The
Netherlands, will act as DMI Europe’s vice chair. Read more about this
exciting venture on page 3.

DMI has had good news from China, a result of the enthusiastic efforts of
our DMI Advisor in Shanghai, Cathy Huang. She has organized a working
group to translate the first collection of DMI Journal articles and case studies
into Chinese, and is making arrangements with a leading Chinese publisher to
publish them.

Registration for the 28th International Design Management Conference, set
for October 19-23, has made an excellent start. This conference has a strong
group of presenters, featuring Jeff Mauzy as the keynote speaker (See page 4).
Jeff is an expert on organizational creativity and has taken on the challenge of
acting as our Conference Raconteur. In this role, he will have several responsi-
bilities beyond his keynote presentation, including the conference opening
session, a dialogue session, informal discussions, and availability as an “expert
in residence” throughout the conference. Conference participants are invited
to bring their issues and observations to all these sessions.

I am looking forward to seeing you at this excellent conference on Cape
Cod this October.



At The Institute

W
illiam J. O’Neill, Jr.,
Dean of Suffolk
University’s Sawyer

School of Management, has
been elected to the DMI
Board of Directors. Mr. O’Neill, who was
named Dean of the Sawyer School in
August of 2001, brings more than 35
years’ experience in the corporate world
to this vital leadership role; and 14 years
experience as a member and, most
recently, as chairman of the university’s
board of trustees.

With leadership as the cornerstone
of the Sawyer School’s curriculum,
O’Neill’s goal is to create influential
global business leaders. In the spring of

2002 he developed an International
Programs Office to create an MBA in
Global Management and to increase all
Suffolk’s undergraduate and graduate
students’ exposure to global issues.

O’Neill began his business career at
the Ford Motor Company. After Ford,
he moved to the Polaroid Corporation
where he spent 30 years, ending his
tenure as president of Corporate
Business Development. He left Polaroid
in 1999 to form The O’Neill Group, Inc.,
which consults in the areas of business
strategies, operational execution,
financial evaluations and fund-raising.

During his career at Polaroid,
O’Neill’s responsibilities encompassed

Dean of Sawyer School of Management joins
DMI Board of Directors

many activities across diverse worldwide
markets including: the development of
new business, financial management,
investor relations, management
information systems, corporate strategy,
marketing, and sales.

O’Neill has served as a Trustee for the
Dana Farber Cancer Institute and the
Massachusetts Business Roundtable
Education Reform Committee. He is
also a Life Trustee for The New England
Aquarium and Lesley College.

He earned his JD from Suffolk
University Law School, his MBA from
Wayne State University, Michigan,
and his BA in Mathematics from
Boston College.

T he Innovation Roundtable/2003, originally
scheduled for July 21-23, has been
rescheduled to November 10-12. This

unique event will take place on the campus of
Stanford University in conjunction with the
Stanford Center for Design Research. The theme
“Building Platforms for Innovation” will focus on
the processes, language, culture, and behaviors
that foster and contribute to innovation. The
Roundtable is designed to be a forum for
provocative learning exchange, with a mix of
featured presentations and intense structured
discussion sessions. Stay tuned to 
www.dmi.org/stanford for more program
and registration information.  

Innovation Roundtable
rescheduled for
November

DMI announces new satellite group, DMI Europe

Building Platforms for Innovation
November 10-12, 2003  
Stanford University

D
MI is excited to announce the
formation of a new satellite
organization, DMI Europe. The

international growth of the Design
Management Institute has made it
imperative to develop regional
organizations. The key purpose of these
satellite groups will be to provide
regular opportunities for senior design
executives to interact and share current
local and regional knowledge for
managing their groups and the role of
design in business success.

DMI Europe, the first of these groups,
will launch on September 26, 2003,
during the London Design Festival
(www.londondesignfestival.com). David
Kester, new CEO of the Design Council,
will host the meeting and welcome
participants. Raymond Turner, DMI
Advisory Council member and design
leadership consultant, will chair DMI

Europe for the first two years.
Fennemiek Gommer, Advisory Council
member and principal at SCAN
Management Consultants in
Amsterdam, will be the vice chair.

DMI plans to hold quarterly meetings
in different locations throughout Europe,
including a meeting in Scandinavia in
late fall. The spring meeting will be held
in March in Barcelona in conjunction
with DMI’s 8th European Design
Management Conference. Each
meeting will include a thought leader
presentation, discussions, and time for
interaction. DMI Europe will center on
building networks and resources to
serve local and regional needs in design
management, leadership, and business
development.

If you are interested in becoming part
of this group, please contact DMI at
dmistaff@dmi.org, or 617-338-6380.



Keynote: Understanding, Establishing, and
Enhancing Inventive Organizations
Jeff Mauzy, Principal, Synectics, Inc., 
co-author, Creativity, Inc.

Radical innovations always
start with creativity, and it can
occur anywhere. However,
many companies are allowing

this critical wellspring to run dry.
Sustained leadership depends on making
creativity a broad, enterprise-wide capa-
bility that is “on” all the time. Through
vivid examples from a wide range of
industries, Jeff Mauzy will explore how
creative ideas happen and how they
become successful innovations. He will

At the Institute

conference keynote session and act as the
Conference Raconteur. As Conference
Raconteur, Jeff ’s responsibilities will
include online pre-conference interac-
tion and survey, the Sunday conference
opening session, a conference dialogue
session, and various informal discussions
during the conference.

Take a moment now to visit
www.dmi.org/annual and register for
this annual event.

E
ffective positioning and operational
excellence are key imperatives for
success in the complex world of busi-

ness. Design has the potential to be an
important partner in contributing to
these crucial success factors; however,
to achieve this, managing the design
resource will require a substantial shift in
approach. The role of design needs to be
changed from a reactive and service
approach to one of proactive and full
involvement. The practice of command
and control design management needs
to be changed to managing for design.

The inherent strength of design stems
from two factors at the core of the pro-
fession’s capabilities: First, to think about
problems from all sides, and second, to
take ideas through a series of stages to
achieve a vision. Establishing an organi-
zation’s competitive position requires

careful consideration from all sides, and
developing successful products and
services requires maintaining clarity of
purpose and vision through many stages.
Managing for design means providing
designers and managers with the
knowledge, tools, and processes to
leverage their strengths to become key
contributors and essential to the success
of the organization.

The carefully selected speakers in this
conference are experts on these issues and
will provide presentations, including case
studies, to provoke lively discussions and
provide insight for achieving excellence in
design’s role in enterprise leadership.

This year, to further broaden and
deepen this aspect of the conference, we
are fortunate to have Jeff Mauzy, organi-
zational creativity expert and co-author
of Creativity, Inc., provide an expanded

28th International Design Management Conference

Managing for Design’s Role in
Enterprise Leadership October 19-23, 2003

Chatham Bars Inn, Cape Cod, Massachusetts 

present and discuss a set of fundamental
principles for infusing creativity into
every aspect of an organization. By
infusing creativity back into the
workplace, companies can rework
organizational climate, creative
thinking, and actions to foster systemic
innovation in individuals, in teams, and
corporate wide.

Workshop: Guerrilla Listening—
A Workshop Exploring the Flip Side
of Creating  
Most of us still listen as we did in
school—to understand. Listening, as a
studied discipline, has many pathways

into creative response—when it’s our
turn to listen, and when we want our
colleagues to hear. This workshop will
explore various listening approaches,
their relationship to creative thinking,
and the power they have for productive
thinking. While this workshop will have
some theory, it will be mostly practical,
useful information and exercises to give
the participants the opportunity to
improve their listening skills and
strategies.

This workshop will take place
on Sunday, October 19 from 9:00 a.m. -
12:00 p.m. at the Chatham Bars Inn.

Keynote Session and Optional Workshop



Book Review

Creativity, Inc.

Conversing With My
Company
Jon Iwata, Senior VP,
Communications, IBM Corp.
Curt Schreiber, Principal, VSA
Partners

Transforming Design from a Service
to an Essential, Integrated Function
Bill Fluharty, Vice President of Industrial
Design & Market Research, North
America, Johnson Controls, Inc.

From Three Breads to One Brand
Pat Kinsley, Director, Neworld Design
Group

Energizing Your People to be Brand
Ambassadors
Thomas Webb, Principal, Monigle
Associates, Inc.

Planning the Perfect
Design Office
Allan Smith, Director of Market
Development, Steelcase Inc.
Reed Agnew, Principal, Agnew
Moyer Smith, Inc.

Share Life On the Go: 
User-Centered Innovation at Kodak
Doug Beaudet, Manager, Corporate Design
& Usability Research, Eastman Kodak Corp.

Managing Innovation for Design
Darrel Rhea, Principal, Cheskin

From Products to the Profound:
Inspiring Innovation through
Organizational Change within Procter
& Gamble
Martin Murray, Director, Research &
Development, Global Beauty Care,
Procter & Gamble
Lauralee Alben, Principal, Alben Design LLC

The Collaboration Experience:
Challenges of “Getting it Right” Across
Disciplines, Between Companies,
and Over Oceans
Sarah Zuberec, Director of User Experience,
Mobile Devices Product Group, Microsoft
Corporation

If You Have the Keys to the Kingdom,
How Do You Get to the Right Door?
Harry West, Vice President of Strategy and
Innovation, Design Continuum

The Value of Design in Today’s
Business World
Michael McPherson, Partner & Creative
Director, Corey McPherson Nash

Anatomy of a Successful Company:
Head + Heart
Billie Harber, President, 
Industrie Brand Partners

Other Featured Speakers

I
n our industry, we all share some val-
ues, and one of them is the pursuit of a
purely creative process. Jeff Mauzy’s

and Richard Harriman’s Creativity, Inc.
is a new and valuable tool for helping us
meet this challenge. The book takes the
reader on a journey through the entire
creative process, along the way providing
definitions, as well as practical examples
of ways in which work environments can
be modified to become more creative.

Mauzy and Harriman begin by build-
ing the case for why creative organiza-
tions outpace their competition, and for
those who are trying to influence execu-
tive management of the merits of creative

thinking, this is probably a good place to
start. Most of us in the creative business
have already tried this in our quest to
survive in a conventional business envi-
ronment, but this book could inspire
others to become a part of our world.

Creativity, Inc. gives excellent exam-
ples and business cases showing how
creativity has made a positive impact on
organizations ranging from service
providers to product manufacturers. Use
of strong business cases is standard in a
book about best practices, but when it
asked me to take an inventory of my own
ability to perform creative work, this
book really started to engage me. The

next step is to use
this profile to assess
your own creative
fitness. To take
yourself to the next
level of being “cre-
atively fit,” the book
provides you with
an array of exercises.
I loved this! I will use it within my own
creative department for assessing the
team’s strengths, and as an exercise to
stimulate new creative thinking.

If you are trying to effect change on a

By Jeff Mauzy and Richard Harriman (Reviewed by
Lynn Brandli) Harvard Business School Press, 2003
232 pages, $27.50

All Cape Cod conference attendees will receive
a complimentary copy of Creativity, Inc. Read
Chapter 1 online at www.dmi.org/annual.



Andrew Summers becomes DMI Senior Fellow

DMI welcomes two new Advisory
Council members

DMI has recently refreshed the
Professional Interest Areas on its Web
site by adding two new areas, and has
reorganized and updated the other
existing areas to provide design man-
agers with more current and in-depth
knowledge on specific topics. Each
Interest Area has a free download of a
DMI Journal article, plus other free
articles collected from DMI News &
Views and the eBulletin. Links to
Journal Executive Summaries, book
reviews, related DMI events and
links, as well as other design-related
information have also been added to
each area.

Interest Areas include resources
for the following categories:

• New – Academic/Education
• New – Creativity/Innovation
• Client/Consultant Relationships
• Research
• Brand/Corporate Identity
• Website/Interaction Design
• Industrial Design
• Package Design
• Strategy/Process

Bookmark the Professional Interest
Areas today for access to up-to-date
design and management information
you need.

DMI Web site expands its 
in-depth coverage of design
and management disciplines

At the Institute

W
e are pleased to welcome two new
members to the DMI Advisory
Council, Dr. Stefano Marzano,

managing director of Philips Design,
and Steinar Amland, managing director
of the Association of Danish Designers.

Dr. Stefano Marzano has been the
managing director of Philips Design
since 1991. Prior to being appointed to
managing director, he was vice president
of corporate industrial
design for Whirlpool
International (a joint
venture of Whirlpool and
Philips). From 1982 to
1989, Dr. Marzano directed
the Philips-Ire Design Centre in Italy,
overseeing major domestic appliances.
He began his career with Philips
Design in 1978 in the Netherlands as
a design leader for data systems and
telecommunication products.

Dr. Marzano is also a professor at the
Domus Academy, in Milan, and is a
member of its strategic board. He
teaches architecture at the Politecnico di
Milano and is regularly requested to
participate as a juror in European and

international design competitions and as
a speaker at conferences throughout the
world. As well, he is a member of the
Aestron Foundation, in Holland, and of
the Design Board at Westminster
University.

Steinar Amland has held
the position of managing
director of the Association
of Danish Designers since
2000. Before joining the
Association of Danish Designers, Mr.
Amland held various positions, includ-
ing managing director and account
director for Fitch Copenhagen. His early
career involved working with sales and
marketing management in Norway from
1985-1989 and with export and market-
ing management in Danish companies
from 1989-1997.

Mr. Amland holds various board
positions including, executive board
member of BEDA, executive board
member of World Design Congress
2005, executive board member of
Designmatters, and board member
of ICIS.

L
ast spring the Design Management
Institute’s Board of Directors elected
Andrew Summers, for-

mer CEO of the Design
Council in Great Britain, to
the prestigious position of
DMI Senior Fellow. DMI
Senior Fellows are thought
leaders in their field and provide the
Institute with guidance for achieving its
mission. Andrew has immediately begun
working on issues of design and national
policy. This summer he traveled to

Helsinki in conjunction with DMI’s col-
laboration with the Helsinki University
of the Arts and Design and Designum, a
think tank on design and innovation.
These meetings were the first phase of
planning for a DMI Summit on design
and economic development set for next
spring in Helsinki. We are looking
forward to working with Andrew on
these important issues. The Design
Management Institute is honored to
have him as a DMI Senior Fellow.



DMI Professional Development Seminars
Register at www.dmi.org/seminars

Marketing Graphic Design Services
September 12-13 — Chicago, IL

Using Design Research for Product and Brand Innovation
October 2-3 — New York, NY

Managing Innovation & Creativity
August 7-8 — Seattle, WA

Strategies for Designing Meaningful Brand Experiences
September 11-12 — Miami, FL

Managing Design for Strategic Advantage 
September 18-19 — San Francisco, CA
November 6-7 — New York, NY

Creating the Perfect Design Brief
September 25-26 — Seattle, WA
November 13-14 — Chicago, IL   

Fast Track Your Experience Strategy
October 9-10 — Colorado Springs, CO

Professional Development Program

Marketing Graphic Design Services
Taught by Cameron Foote, Principal/Editor, Creative
Business Newsletter

F
or most graphic design firms,
developing a steady stream of work,
month-in and month-out, is an

ongoing problem. Word-of-mouth, refer-
rals, and occasional marketing are no
longer enough in today’s sharply com-
petitive business environment. Without
regular and consistent marketing, a firm
often finds itself on a feast-or-famine
roller coaster at best, and at worst, strug-
gling for its very existence. Today more
than ever, there’s a strong correlation
between the success of a design firm and
the effectiveness of its marketing efforts.

What you will learn:
Strategies and tactics 

• The benefits of marketing that go
beyond the obvious

• Defining your firm’s positioning
• Developing the right marketing mix
• Acceptable time and expense ratios

and return on investment
• Defining strategies and tactics to

meet sales objectives

Prospecting and contacting
• Setting realistic expectations and

goals
• Which promotions work best in

which situations
• Building contact lists
• Hiring and compensating new busi-

ness development (sales) personnel
• Qualifying prospects
• Getting appointments
• Focusing on relationship building

Presenting and closing 
• Focusing on relationship building
• Countering pricing and other

objections
• Closing the sale
• Principals’ involvement in client

relations
• Measuring success

This seminar has a practical, real-world
approach that’s ideal for anyone who
wants to improve his or her marketing
ability, learn techniques for prospecting
for new clients, needs to know more
about hiring and motivating sales

personnel, or would like to achieve a
higher success rate in converting
presentations into projects.

Who should attend:
Anyone responsible for building and
sustaining a profitable level of business
activity: principals, new business devel-
opment personnel, account executives,
and experienced freelancers.

About the instructor:
Cam Foote is founder and
editor of Creative Business, a
monthly newsletter directed
exclusively to the business
needs of design studios. He
has forty years of industry experience
including stints at small and large agen-
cies, as creative director for a Fortune
500 firm, and running his own business.
He is the author of the design industry’s
two best-selling business books: The
Business Side of Creativity (W. W.
Norton, 1996), and The Creative Business
Guide to Running A Graphic Design Firm
(W. W. Norton, 2001).

NEW!

Visit our Web site for more information, including instructor bios, course outlines, and pre-work.
To arrange an on-site seminar, call 617-338-6380, ext. 226.



Projects and Programs
The Scotts Company chose Marketing
By Design, Inc. (MBD), a Beverly, MA
packaging design and brand identity
firm, to refresh and update the packag-
ing design of its potting soil product
line. The simplified new design accentu-
ates the respective product’s foliage and
vibrant colors through illustrations
instead of photography.

Turkey Hill has added
energy to its brand with the
introduction of Creamy
Commotions, a high
impact line of innovative

new flavors.
Brandesign reviewed
the Turkey Hill port-
folio and the brand’s
equity in crafting the
branding and packag-
ing strategy for Creamy
Commotions. This new

co-branded line extends
Turkey Hill’s reach
beyond all-family to a

more individual selection
and purchase.

LPK (Libby Perszyk Kathman), the
Cincinnati based brand identity consul-
tancy, has recently completed work for
both Olay and Procter & Gamble’s
Folgers brand. LPK created the brand
expression for Olay’s Regenerist anti-
aging line of products, which exudes
confidence and empowerment under-

scored with scientific inno-
vation. LPK worked with
Folgers to design a com-
memorative package that
celebrates American tradition. The pack-
age graphics prominently showcase the
Statue of Liberty and are enhanced by an
American flag with an overall red, white
and blue color scheme that melds with
the Folgers core brand equities.

Parham Santana has recently been
enlisted in by Random House Children’s
Books to develop a comprehensive retail
re-branding solution for its Step Into
Reading program, the first paperback
line for beginning readers to carry grade
and reading level distinctions on its cov-
ers. Parham Santana’s solution presents
an engaging visual identity, brighter col-
ors, and a simplified design that make
the products easier to shop and more
dominant on store shelves.

Sametz Blackstone Associates has
launched several comprehensive brand
identity programs for clients including
the McGovern Institute for Brain
Research, the Picower Center for
Learning and Memory, and the
FleetBoston Celebrity Series.

Design Trust has recently launched
its first two software products,
ContentSpan™ and Online Sales
Manager. ContentSpan™ is a powerful
and scalable content management system
that enables non-technical site adminis-
trators and editors to manage and pub-
lish dynamic or static content on the
Internet. Online Sales Manager is afford-
able browser-based software that pro-
vides a full suite of sales tools, including
sales reports, SKU data, product infor-
mation, downloadable sales materials,
and sales presentation templates.

Design Continuum worked with a
group of Harvard Business School stu-
dents in their Managing Product

Development class to develop a concept
product called the Splitboard, an asym-
metrical ironing board that splits for
ironing sleeves and pants, and closes for
full-width use.

The Handel and Hayden Society of
Boston chose the New York City firm
Industrie Brand Partners to update their
identity and graphic representations.
The Handel and Hayden Society is the
oldest con-
tinuing per-
forming arts
organization
in America,
combining both orchestra and choral
chorus with music played on period
instruments. The challenge facing
Industrie Brand Partners was to commu-
nicate both the traditional and the mod-
ern aspects in the right visual balance.

Design Science has recently provided
services to endoVia Medical, conducting
usability testing and human factors sup-
port for its newest minimally invasive
robotic surgical technology.

BC Gas has a new name and
image thanks to Ove Design &
Communications, Ltd., of Toronto,
Canada. Ove was challenged to create a
new moniker to tie BC Gas’s subsidiaries
under a title that would resonate with its
multi-utility services. The launch of the
name “Terasen” represents a coming of
age for a company that has grown
beyond the limitations implicit with its
former name.

Graphica Communications Solutions
has completed the product identity,
packaging, and marketing collateral for
VitalT Breast Self Examination Aid from
Sentida Corporation. Soft and inviting

Member News

DMI members—
Working to make brands grow



imagery is mixed with strong statistics to
emphasize the need for early detection
and the importance of monthly exams.

Inwork, Inc. was recently called upon
by Colgate-Palmolive to assist in the
launch of its Colgate-Palmolive Simply
White. Inwork worked to help create a
bridge between design and production
and thereby improve cost and time
efficiencies.

In an effort to assist Fuji Photo Film
U.S.A., Inc. in gaining market share,
Enterprise IG developed a dynamic and
on-strategy packaging system for the
film, one-time-use camera and point-
and-shoot camera categories.

Careers
Yamamoto Moss has announced that
Kristen Stanko has been hired as a
design director. Her duties will include
providing creative direction and leader-
ship on multiple client accounts.

Two principals of Cheskin have been
named to the Presidents’ Circle of the
National Academies. Christopher Ireland
and Davis Masten have been invited to
join this advisory and support group of
business and industry leaders, which
helps promote public awareness of the
work done by the National Academies.

Dave Nemiah has been appointed to
the new position of director of brand
research and strategy at BrandLogic and
will direct brand strategy development
and research efforts across BrandLogic’s
practice areas: brand identity, new
media, investor communications and
marketing collateral.

Herbst LaZar Bell Inc. has
announced the retirement of one of its
principal founding partners, Ralph
LaZar. As co-founder and past president
of HLB, Ralph has been a major contrib-
utor to the firm’s growth and has made
significant contributions to the industry

as an industrial designer.
Lunar Design has announced the for-

mation of the Lunar Medical Advisory
Board in order to offer a greater depth of
expertise in medical technology product
development. The four charter board
members from Stanford University
include: Rajiv Doshi, James I. Fann,
Stephen J Ruoss, and Daniel Y. Sze.

Awards/Honors
Corey McPherson Nash has won three
Best of New England (BONE) awards
from AIGA. CMN was awarded the
BONE honors for its work for Avaki
(logo and stationary system),
Buckingham Browne & Nichols School
(admissions package) and the Lemelson-
MIT Program (companion Web site for
its book, Inventing Modern America).

Eleven has been honored in I.D.
Magazine’s 2003 Annual Design Review
for their work in both the Consumer
Products and Equipment Categories.
Eleven’s work on the Burton P1
Snowboard Binding was recognized as a

(Continued on page 12)

The WARN Works® Utility Winches designed by Ziba
received Gold awards for both the design and for design
strategy by translating brand attributes into a design that
combines a powertool aesthetic with an emphasis on touch
to communicate strength and interaction.

The First Years Comfort Care Product Line combines adult
and infant ergonomics into one shape, according to award
winners Herbst LaZar Bell. The products eliminate some of
the stress of providing care by adding value and unique
design features such as a built-in magnifying lens on nail
clippers to help see baby’s tiny fingers.

2003 IDEA Awards winners
announced
The 2003 Industrial Design Excellence Awards (IDEA),
presented by the Industrial Designers Society of America,
and co-sponsored by BusinessWeek magazine, show-
cased the best industrial designs from the US and
around the world, honoring the importance of industrial
design excellence. Among the top winners at this year’s
event were some DMI member organizations.  

Ziba Design garnered six awards, two Golds for the
WARN Works® Utility Winches, one Gold for the Logitech
Mobile Cordless & FlexLoop Headsets, a Silver for the
Logitech Headset Packaging, a Silver for the Logitech
Mobile Headsets Design Strategy, and a Bronze for the
Clorox Ready Mop.

Design Continuum won three awards: a Silver for
the Polaroid Mio, a Bronze for the Campingaz Azzuro,
and a Bronze for the Syracuse Synergy Project.

Other member winners were Smart Design, Capsule,
Herbst LaZar Bell, Ergonomi Design, and Lunar Design.
Corporations that were honored included KI, Motorola,
Philips, Microsoft, and IBM, among others.

DMI members also featured prominently on the 
IDEA jury. They were Deanne Beckwith, president, 
Deanne Beckwith Design Associates; Paul Duncan,
associate director, design, Procter & Gamble Co.; Naomi
Gornick, associate professor of design management,
Brunel University; Tom Hardy, design strategist; Michael
Laude, design director, Bose Design Center, Bose
Corporation; Carol Rhodes Catalano, principal, Catalano
Design; Elizabeth Sanders, founder and partner,
SonicRim; and Craig M. Vogel, professor, design
department, Carnegie Mellon University.



W
ith their talents and resources,
consultants in design and design
management can help generate

that all-important competitive edge.
They can contribute skills missing in a
client’s organization or skills clients can-
not fully support. They can be a source
for innovation and creative thinking.
They can speed the development process
and offer the latest design technologies.
In this issue of the Journal, we turn to
consultants as well as clients for insight
into making these partnerships as rich
and effective as possible. Our contribu-
tors outline fundamental principles for
generating good communication and
productive relationships. They highlight
emerging and innovative arenas in
design consulting. And they comment
on strategies consultants can employ to
thrive—even in tough times. It’s a fasci-
nating combination of down-to-earth
wisdom and provocative new ideas.

who know how
to judge quality,
manage proj-
ects efficiently,
and have a
reputation
that attracts
new clients.
They reward
outstanding
perform-
ance. They work tire-
lessly to distinguish their services as
unique or even proprietary. They track
the marketplace, moving into sectors in
which there are good prospects for
growth and where they can establish a
leadership profile. They have a dedicated
budget for marketing and make sure they
have a “killer Web site” that is easily navi-
gated and continuously updated to excite
clients and attract talented employees.
They maintain a diversified client base
and treat their clients well. Their work
and client communications are custom-
fitted. They go the extra mile, but they
do not discount prices (although they
may propose a variety of service and
pricing options). They monitor workflow
and profitability. They know when things
are going well. They know when there
are problems, and they resolve them.
They hold frequent staff meetings. They
keep the layers of management lean and
involved. They respond to changing cir-
cumstances, but simultaneously plan for
and shape their own destiny.

Exploring the frontiers of design consulting
In a fascinating critique, Roberto
Verganti, professor of innovation man-
agement and director of the master’s
program in strategic design at Italy’s
Polytecnico di Milano, offers an explana-

Defining benchmarks in client-consultant
collaboration
One voice in this discussion is Cameron
Foote, editor of the Creative Business
newsletter in Boston, Massachusetts.
Foote urges every consultant to put him-
self or herself “in the customer’s shoes.”
As a business, a design consultancy is
generally on the selling end of a relation-
ship and needs to keep its client happy.
Surprisingly few consultants, however,
have actually worked in a client organi-
zation, so what sounds like rather obvi-
ous counsel should be taken as a word to
the wise. The design process is often
mysterious to clients, and it is only one
part of a larger picture. In addition, the
specifications for this type of work are
vague in comparison to other purchases,
and until it is tested in the marketplace,
there are few ways to quantify how good
a design actually is. In this context, a
consultancy should integrate its efforts
with a client’s other priorities, pay close
attention to details, be mindful of budg-
et issues and, to the degree possible,
maintain a bottom-line orientation.
Foote also recommends taking a broad
interest in a client’s business and culture
without getting involved in internal poli-
tics, keeping people informed, giving
credit generously and, while not becom-
ing overly dependent on any one client,
cultivating the best relationships.

Building strong consultant organizations
Internally, there are also steps consultan-
cies can take to improve their effective-
ness and ensure long-term success.
RitaSue Siegel, founder of the New York
City global search firm RitaSue Siegel
Resources, conducted an informal survey
of executives from about a dozen major
firms and presents a spectrum of inter-
esting findings. These businesses hire
experienced, senior-level staff—people

The New Profile of Design and Design Management Consulting
By Thomas Walton, PhD, Editor, DMI Journal

Summer 2003 articles:
What clients want in consultants, by Mike Tennity

Maximizing the potential of partnerships, 
by Pamela T. DeCesare

Where is design consulting headed?,
by Michael Eckersley, Tony Spaeth, Ton Borsboom,
Neil Johnston, and Christine Hesse

Building and tending bridges: Rethinking how consult-
ants support change, by Tom Mulhern and Dave Lathrop

Design as brokering of languages: Innovation strategies
in Italian firms, by Roberto Verganti

Thinking more like a client, by Cameron Foote

Managing design consulting firms to survive in
tough times, by RitaSue Siegel

Looking inward: How internal branding and
communications affect cultural change, by Bill Faust 
and Beverly Bethge

Good medicine for good design: Evidence-based
planning, by Andy Schechterman

Transforming design consultancies through learning, 
by Philippa Ashton and Isla Johnstone

In today’s lean economic environment, consultants are a
way of life. But what do clients need and what are they

willing to pay for? Contributors share strategies that help

design consultants distinguish themselves in a competitive

marketplace. They offer advice and articulate ground

rules for establishing effective partnerships. In a discussion

of processes and case studies, they highlight emerging

and innovative arenas in design consulting. Tapping the

wisdom of leaders in the field, this quarter’s Journal

combines an overview of fundamentals with provocative

analysis and new ideas.
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tion for the cutting-edge quality of
Italian design that underscores the
contributions and leadership of con-
sultants. In some corporations, func-
tion is the source of innovation; in
others, it is advances in technology.
Many Italian companies, on the other
hand, exploit what Verganti calls
“radical design-driven innovation,”
where manufacturers and their con-
sultants “understand, anticipate, and
influence the emergence of new
product meanings.” Designers (and
they do not have to be Italian design-
ers) tap the unexpressed semantic
needs of users and act as brokers of
that language. It is a strategy that
transcends particular industries and
cultures, and it is a compelling path
to the souls of consumers who pur-
chase products that add meaning to
their lives. As a process, it engages
consultants at the earliest stages of
innovation. It partners executives
and designers in an intense, long-
term dialogue. It seeks an under-
standing of both local and global lan-
guages. It builds connections with
cultural events and monitors trends
at design schools. And it gives Italian
design that unique flair that captures
the imagination of people from
around the world.

Consultants are important
contributors to effective design man-
agement, and we are pleased to finally
devote an entire issue of the Journal
to this vital dimension of our
profession.

(Continued from page 10) By John R. Patrick (Summary by Sue Bencuya)

The full text of this article is available in the Spring 2003
DMI Journal (order number JNL-V14N2) available at
www.dmi.org/publications or by using the FAX-BACK form
on the back page.

T
o say that John Patrick is a champion
of the networked world would be an
understatement. From his vantage

point as former VP of Internet technolo-
gy at IBM and current e-business vision-
ary, he sees no end to the Internet’s pos-
sibilities, and he delights in them. “At
times,” he writes, “it seems as though
everything that is going to be possible
with the Internet has already happened.
The truth is, we’re about 2 percent of the
way into what the Internet has to offer
for our business and personal lives.”
Indeed, Patrick is not alone in his expec-
tations. He says, “There is a gap forming
between what people expect and what
they get from e-businesses, and that gap
is getting bigger, not smaller.” What’s the
point of going online to see merchandise
you’re interested in purchasing, if the
company’s Web site merely asks you to
print out an order form and call back
between 9 AM and 5 PM? Or imagine
you’re considering making a reservation
online, and the travel company’s reserva-
tion page reads, “Do you need help mak-
ing a reservation online? If you need any
help, we are here to help you, 9 to 5,
Monday to Friday, Central Time. Closed
holidays.” This company, as Patrick
points out, has two reservation sys-
tems—one based on paper, fax, and
phones, and the other online. But the
two systems don’t communicate.

So how do we close the gap? Patrick
believes that the answer is twofold. One
part has to do with the evolution of the
Internet; the other involves attitude:
what Patrick calls Net Attitude. Net
Attitude “is about preparing your organ-
ization, the people that are part of it, and

all its systems and processes, to take
advantage of everything the Internet has
to offer.” A true e-business must embrace
the Internet as the primary relationship
mechanism. This means, says Patrick,
that the Internet is not an alternate dis-
tribution mechanism or an additional
channel for customer support. It means
the Internet is recognized as the new
medium for all communications and the
primary way in which the organization
relates to all its constituencies. It does
not mean it is the only way; but it means
that the Net is the focal point around
which all the strategies of the organiza-
tion are built.

Interestingly, Patrick goes on to point
out that despite much press about the
collapse of so many “Internet” compa-
nies, many of these failures have nothing
to do with the Internet: “Business fail-
ures are caused by not properly segment-
ing your market, not setting the right
price, not having a great fulfillment sys-
tem for whatever it is you deliver, not
having world-class customer service, not
meeting the needs and wants of buyers.”
In other words, the requirements for
success are really the same, with or
without the Internet.

Patrick closes with a description of
the “next generation” of the Internet—
which he believes will make our present
system seem primitive. Not only will it
be orders of magnitude faster, but it will
also be, as he puts it, always on,
everywhere, natural, intelligent, easy,
and trusted.

It’s a brave new world out there, and
companies with Net Attitude are going
to embrace it and see the possibilities—
as successful companies always have.

John Patrick is the author of Net Attitude, and president
of Attitude LLC. Sue Bencuya is the associate editor of the
DMI Journal.

The Future of the Internet 
DMI Journal Executive Summary



leading Consumer Product in the field of
design, and the Cobra Ls 1900 Scanner
hand-held scanner, received mention in
the Design Reviews Equipment Category.

The 32nd Creativity Annual, which
features quality in advertising and design
from the USA and around the world,
has recognized Donaldson Makoski Inc.
for excellence in two categories. They
received recognition in the brochure cate-
gory for their work on the Pitney Bowes
Environmental Health & Safety Progress
Report and recognition in the Internet
category for their company website
(www.donaldsonmakoski.com).

Libby Perszyk Kathman’s Touch
Light Buddy product design for General
Electric Lighting has been selected for
inclusion in Graphis magazine’s 2003
Product Design 3, an annual that show-
cases exceptional product design from
around the globe. LPK’s Touch Light
Buddy is a revolutionary night light that
doubles as a portable companion for

children who have a fear of the dark.
Minneapolis-based brand and identi-

ty design firm Franke+Fiorella and its
client Minnesota State Colleges &
Universities (MnSCU) received a
Classics Award from the Minnesota
chapter, Public Relations Society of
America for their “Recruiting a Diverse
Student Body” brochure.

In Print/Speaking Circuit
Todd Ellis, managing director of
advanced research and development at
Reebok International LTD, recently
spoke at a seminar for product design
and development professionals, spon-
sored by Integen, Inc. in Framingham,
MA. The seminar focused on a case
study of the Reebok DMX Footwear
Cushioning System.

Red Brick Design’s Bill Capers
recently wrote an article for Design
Management Resources’ newsletter. The
article focusing on design businesses
today is entitled “Branding, Marketing
and Design—Survive, Prosper or
Die…The choice is yours!”

Stephan Wilcox, PhD of Design
Science co-authored a chapter entitled
“Remote Interaction” in the recently
released Inclusive Design for the Whole
Population.

Linda Fisher of Design 
Management Resources spoke at 
the 5th European Academy of Design
Conference in Barcelona in late April.

wider scale at a senior executive level,
I highly recommend reading chapter
three, Breaking and Making
Connections for an Enterprise.
Though it begins with a rather
lengthy business case that I found a
bit tiring, it soon picks up with a
step-by-step approach to building a
more creative workplace. This chap-
ter focuses on conflict, risk taking,
and diversity in leadership; it then
leads into the next logical step: the
creative climate. Creativity, Inc. con-
cludes with suggestions to help the
reader implement and sustain the
creative environment.

I found the book to be engaging
and refreshing—a very easy read,
because it spoke to me about chal-
lenging the traditional ways of view-
ing a business. Creativity, Inc. will
challenge even the most seasoned
creative professionals with questions
about how they function in a work
environment, and it will give the
reader many new ways of applying
an even more creative process.

I highly recommend this book to
executive managers who are willing
to open their minds to building a
more inventive organization. They
will find that it takes effort; there are
many challenges in helping a truly
creative organization survive and
sustain its growth. However, after
reading this book, I, for one, am up
for the challenge!  

Lynn Brandli is the manager of creative services at the
Russell Investment Group.

Creativity Inc.
(Continued from page 5)

Member news
(Continued from page 9)



Capturing the economic value of values  By Elsie Maio, Maio & Company

2nd Opinion

F
ive years ago, at DMI’s
10th International
Brand/Corporate Identity

Conference, it felt like a huge
risk to predict that a tsunami of corpo-
rate accountability would change the
standards for business behavior. Since
then, wrenching social and economic
drivers appear to be doing just that. In
the process they are washing away layers
of outdated business norms. While the
storm has wreaked havoc with much of
the professional services sector, (accoun-
tancies not the least of them), those serv-
ices that align with the flow of prudent,
genuinely responsible business manage-
ment are defining a new wave of growth.

The trend shows itself in choices con-
stituents make across the economy. For
example, the fastest growing financial
instruments are those that demonstrate
transparency, accountability, responsibili-
ty, and respect for stakeholders—the
screened investment funds. A booming
market for so called “healthy, sustainable
lifestyles” is raising the bar in mainstream
food and leisure sectors. The best and
brightest graduates prefer employers that
integrate social values into business prac-
tices. And finally, the value system of Paul
Ray’s “Cultural Creatives” is coloring
mainstream marketing messages.
Promotions from the financial sector
(Citibank) to automobiles (Toyota), are
leaning heavily on the halo effect of envi-
ronmental and social sensitivity. “It’s cool
to say you care” could be the new mar-
keting mantra. We can only hope it’s also
becoming essential to prove it.

What the EU has dubbed “civil socie-
ty” is demanding business transparency
and tangible adherence to social values.
And this is where the empowered stake-
holder is shaking the branding business
to its core. Audiences are turning away
from advertising and other marketing

pipelines that have forcefed numbed
consumers for so long. In some circles
the term “branding” itself is tainted with
the hue of over-commercialization and
abusive self-interest. The true test for
corporate management now is in living
up to, or “being,” what clever, entertain-
ing, brand messaging used to simply
promise.

Accordingly, an evolved approach to
brand management plays a central role in
helping the CEO to capture the economic
value of the evolving norms. Historically
brand managers were content to sample
audiences periodically, remotely, if you
will. Now they are asked to embrace them
as stakeholders: interactively, collabora-
tively, almost continually. The payoffs for
business range from risk management at
the low end, to the more direct economic
value of deeper customer relationships,
greater trust, and the advantages of
market-driven innovation.

How does it work? To begin with, a
formally inclusive approach to managing
brand can itself help build an authenti-
cally values-driven culture. Here, the pri-
mary role of the brand is to establish the
standards for behavior: not in rules and
regulations, but in the spirit that drives
ethical, balanced decision-making
throughout the organization.

Second, the corporate brand is a
multi-stakeholder asset now. Managed as
such, it can be enriched by these activist
partners. If not, their relentless scrutiny
will shape it de facto. Accordingly, CEO
stewards of this “shared” asset tend to do
seven things to keep it healthy—with
the support of a renewed professional
services sector, or without it:

1. Take a real stand for matching the
talk with the walk 

2. Take the long, strategic view 
3. Listen deeply
4. Build social value(s) 

5. Dance with more stakeholders, more of
the time 

6. Facilitate rich, chaordic, solutions rather
than “asking the expert”

7. Know, and heal, the corporate value 
system.

The role of design
One of the stunning, early lessons I learned
at McKinsey & Company was the power of
design in business consulting. The firm’s
visual communications guru, Gene Zelazy,
still wields a felt tip like Michaelangelo, free-
ing from petrified decks of data the kernel
of compelling truth that moves clients to see
and to act with understanding. Gene’s gift,
not unlike Edward Tufte’s, is to convey in
immediate human terms a gestalt that inte-
grates the left and right brain messages.

Since focusing on SoulBrandingSM over
the past five years, we’ve discovered other
designers, architects, materials engineers,
who are incorporating the balanced
social/business agenda into their design
intent. They are using design to fulfill the
promise of the “cool to care” positioning.
We believe this is one of the significant
growth opportunities for the field.

Now, the world seems to be on a thresh-
old, culturally, politically and economically.
One professional opportunity immediately
in front of us is to help humanize business so
that the humans it serves can trust, respect
and contribute more fully to the mutual ben-
efit of their relationship. In collaboration
with other change disciplines, design has a
big role to play in discovering, communicat-
ing, and delivering on that intent.

Elsie Maio guides CEOs to capture the business value of their cor-
porate values. Maio and Company’s proprietary SoulBrandingSM

(www.soulbranding.com) method is featured in the new book A
Branded World, by Michael Levine, John Wiley & Sons, 2003 .

© Maio and Company, Inc. 2003. SoulBrandingSM and SoulBrand
are service marks of Maio and Company, Inc. 1997-2003.
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Business Library
Newsletter: Creative Business
is the source of real-world
business information and
unlimited telephone advice
for thousands of design firms.
Published ten times a year in
both print and electronic
(PDF) editions, it sets today’s
standards for the business of
graphic design.

Book: The Creative Business
Guide To Running a Graphic
Design Business is the indus-
try’s most comprehensive
management text. It address-
es all the issues facing twen-
ty-first century design busi-
ness. From structuring to per-
sonnel to profitability, you’ll
find it all in here. 

Creating Business Standards For Creative Services Businesses

Creative Business newsletters
Volumes 10/14 
Years 1998/2002

Copyright © 1998/2002
Staysail Enterprises Limited

The publisher assumes no 
liability for errors, or the way in 

which this material is employed.

Macintosh/ Windows 

Creative Business
29 Temple Place

Boston, MA  02111 
617-451-0041

mail@creativebusiness.com

Additional and updated material is available from:
http://www.creativebusiness.com

CD5

$139 $119
print edition PDF edition
($149 outside U.S.)   (worldwide price)

$45 postpaid
($52 sent outside U.S.) 

$109 postpaid (worldwide price) 

CD-ROM: Every word published in
Creative Business from 1998 to
2002—fifty issues—in a keyword-
searchable form. Mac/Windows. 

Mail and telephone orders:
Creative Business, 
29 Temple Place, 
Boston, MA 02111
Telephone: 617-451-0041 

www.creativebusiness.com

Web orders,
free forms,
helpful links, 
and more 
information:

growing your      
business?

Member of the                                  Global Search Network www.aravati.com 

Recruitment Consultants:
Strategic. Creative. Production. Industrial Design.
Graphic Design. Interactive.Advertising.
Architecture & Branded Environments.

207 W 25th St, 4th Fl
New York, NY 10001 

Tel 212 475 0099  
Fax 212 473 8096

www.rga-joblink.com
rga@ rga-joblink.com

Resources

AMERICAN GREETINGS, the world’s largest publicly
owned producer of greeting cards seeks Art
Directors to lead dynamic illustration design teams
in the development of everyday, seasonal and
social expression card and non-card
products. Candidates must be pro-active leaders,
top-notch creative thinkers, articulate communica-
tors and innovative problem solvers.

Candidates must also be design managers
with a minimum of 3 years experience in the
social expression or related industries. B.F.A. or
equivalent in experience required.

Offering attractive salaries and benefits
including stock options and bonus in a diverse
corporate environment with multiple opportunities
for career growth. Please send resume, salary
requirements and expressive samples of work to: 

Leia Madden
American Greetings
1 American Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44144

Art Directors



in your city,

And they’re out of shape,

wearing bad suits,

and too much cologne,

and barking words like 

“paradigm”

and “synergy”

into cell phones,

And believe it or not

this is your competition

so naturally you’re thinking

over 

my 

dead 

body.

They’re out there,
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